1. your foots are dirty, said jane

2. the childs are going to grant park on thursday

3. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   Center color depend student

4. Circle the plural (more than one) nouns below.
   Table couches mess shoe teeth men

5. Add ed to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   Brag _______________ smile _______________

1. elijahs football is still on the play ground

2. you need to brush your tooths, said dr simms

3. Divide the compounds words into the smaller words with a /.
   Campground birthday ladybug seahorse

4. Rewrite the following to show possession.
   The __________________ tree grew in the front yard.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Joes cat likes to chase mouses
   ____________________________________________________

2. I am going to franks house on tuesday, said jon
   ____________________________________________________

3. Circle the compound words below.
   tractor  sandbox  catfish  table

4. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   Raise your _________ hand.  We _________ the party early.
   right  start  dirty  left

5. Write the word than means in a quick way ________________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mr and mrs miller have three childs
   ____________________________________________________

2. Rovers puppys are brown black and yellow
   ____________________________________________________

3. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   ______ you help me?  There is a ________ of food on the table.
   will  jar  can  box

4. Circle the compound words below.
   earphone  hurtful  cupcake  sadly  reheat

5. Write the word than means do again. ________________________________
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Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. cats dog and hamsters make great pets

2. mr smiths house has a gravel drive way

3. Circle the root words in the words below.
   disapprove countless camping hunted

4. Who or what is the sentence about? 
   Five children played soccer on the playground.

5. What did the subject in the sentence above do?

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. her pet dogs leash is red white and blue

2. owens soccer team won the game saturday night

3. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   Did the boat _________?    Pour the water in the _________.
   float bathtub run sink pool

4. Circle the compound words below.
   starfish nightly overnight raincoat raining

5. Make a compound word using wreck and ship. _______________________________